Chapter: 3155
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

When An Ning went to the computer to look at the front section of
her just now, she realized that her expression was as stiff as the
aftermath of plastic surgery. It seemed that Director Qin had really put
up with him enough.
Looking at Cheng Hao who was discussing the script with the staff
over there, An Ning couldn’t help but get angry, but it was also very
strange.
In the last life, she did not participate in the peerless elegance, and she
met Cheng Hao in the past. In this life, she changed her fate, thinking
that she would never meet Cheng Hao again, but she was destined to
meet her… God is too good at joking. !
But Cheng Hao didn’t seem to have thought that everything this
afternoon was caused by himself. Seeing An Ning turning around and
leaving, he seemed very dissatisfied, and even shouted at An Ning: “An
Ning, wait, is there anything between us? What misunderstanding?”
An Ning was not ready to answer Cheng Hao’s words, but just kept
moving forward, but Cheng Hao seemed to be preparing to get on the
line with An Ning, and immediately caught up from behind, as if he
was unwilling to give up if he didn’t achieve his goal.
“An Ning, stop for a moment, do you usually do this to others?”
Cheng Hao looked at An Ning with a puzzled face. Today, he has never
gotten the slightest look on An Ning’s face.
“Are you okay?” An Ning still didn’t give him a good look.
“Well, it’s not really a big deal,” Cheng Hao suddenly showed a bit of
shyness, and then continued: “That… do you know what happened to
your sister in the last few days? I sent her– ”
“I don’t know. An Ning seems to have been poured a basin of cold
water from the top of his head all at once, making it hard to breathe.
She never thought that what Cheng Hao wanted to ask her was about
An Yue, but thinking about it, what could Cheng Hao have in common
with her?
What I knew in my last life, at that moment, An Ning unconsciously
had an illusion, An Ning laughed at himself.
On the other hand, the scandal between An Yue was so noisy a few
days ago that it was true that Cheng Hao liked An Yue.
“Aren’t you sisters? How could you not be clear?” Cheng Hao didn’t
notice anything wrong with An Ning at all, and kept talking.
Seeing Cheng Hao’s longing look when he talks about An Yue, An
Ning gets angry! In her last life, she was probably just a joke. She
worked so hard to sell everything for a man, but in the end she was
pushed downstairs by the man himself! Not only the body died, but
also the heart died completely. Whether it was in the past life or now,
Cheng Hao never really took a look at himself. What Cheng Hao likes
is always just An Yue, and she doesn’t even deserve a straight eye from
Cheng Hao.
“Do I have to be clear? Aren’t you supposed to know better than me?”
When An Ning said this, his voice suddenly became much louder.
Cheng Hao seemed to be frightened by An Ning’s tone and did not
continue to speak. However, his expression seemed to be very
depressed, and he explained to himself: ” Those scandals are all fake,
and she doesn’t even want to deal with me.”
After An Ning heard it, she didn’t have much reaction. Of course, she
knew that An Yue would ignore Cheng Hao. She was able to see Cheng
Hao in her last life, probably to steal her only thing. In this life, she and
Cheng Hao didn’t know each other, and An Yue’s thoughts were all on
An Tianxiang, so naturally she wouldn’t care about him.
However, there is a problem that An Ning has always been unable to
figure out. It is clear that An Yue already has everything. In her
previous life, she was a popular star, and she was just a person calling
people to fight. But he suppressed her everywhere.
What makes An Ning even more incomprehensible is that even though
she only had Cheng Hao in her previous life, but with An Yue’s figure
at the time, if she wanted to destroy herself, she didn’t need to be with
Cheng Hao at all.
“An Ning, can you help tell your sister, I just want to be friends with
her, nothing else.”
Cheng Hao was still reluctant to give up, he felt that An Ning seemed
to have a way.

